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Abstract: 

 Ruskin Bond, a prolific writer, master of short stories is from Anglo-Indian descent and 

born in British India in 1934. He spent his childhood in Jamnagar (Gujarat), Shimla and 

Dehradun.  In a long span of his writing career, he has written number of short stories, essays, 

novels and books for children. His childhood was spent in solitude which inclined him 

towards nature and he has been occurring continuously in search of his own identity.  He 

has contributed a lot to the Himalayan landscape by describing its panoramic beauty through 

his writings. He has achieved immense love and respect from the people of the foothills of 

the Himalaya and from all over the world. The denouement of this paper aims to throw light 

upon his writings describing the beauty of the Himalayan landscape as a priest; and his love 

and devotion towards the Himalayas and local folks. He found infinite pleasure and 

unending treasure in nature. Although, being an Anglo-Indian descent, he never recognized 

the western style of living. He treated India especially the mountains as the most beautiful 

and heavenly place of pleasure. He has not treated the natural landscape as his imagination 

but everywhere in his literature the glimpses of ecocriticism may also be visualized. The 

theme how we conserve the flora and fauna might be seen in his novels, stories and poems. 

Bond has a passion of love for humanity. In Bond’s approach of writing stories and novels, 

the touch of melancholy and compassion for the neglected group of society always seems in 

his poetic heart. His vast vision of thought is above caste and creed. 

Keywords: Flora and fauna, Himalayan landscape, local folks, panoramic view, 

ecocriticism. 
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Introduction: 

 A writer of the Anglo-Indian descent, Ruskin Bond is sometimes compared with the 

eminent western poet – William Wordsworth by the galaxy of scholars of English Literature. In 

spite of belonging to the British genre - Bond was and is a son of the soil of the Himalayas. His 

love and dedication for the Himalayan landscape are reflected in all his works and contributions. 

Due to his lonely childhood, most of his time was spent in the lap of nature, observing, loving 

and understanding it. He treated the Himalayas as his literary laboratory and the dreamland of his 

imagination. His keen interest and inclination towards nature compelled him to describe each and 

every realistic aspect of the Himalayan beauty through his writings. He has such a passion for 

nature that cannot be compared with other joyful moments of worldly things.  

  

He always respects India and the Indian philosophy of humanitarianism. In some of his 

stories, when he describes the simple living of rural folk and their love for humanity especially in 

the Himalayan realm, he satires on the western culture regarding their attitude towards the 

philosophy of life. The main specialty observed in the writings of Bond that all the characters 

often are not imaginary, he believes in a realistic approach. He marvelously touched the scenario 

of a rural way of life and living and promoted the subject mostly in and around the rural 

mountainous environment. In some of his stories/ novels he is himself in the role of protagonist. 

The glimpses of his lost childhood may be exhibits more or less in all his works written for the 

children's world. ‘The Room on the Roof’ is an explicit example of his philosophy of life i.e., 

emerging literary temperament at the beginning of his journey of writer ship (Bond, Room of the 

Roof, 1956). In his early age he enjoyed to read David Copperfield, one of the works of Charles 

Dickens.  

 

Discussions: 

 Ruskin Bond basically inspired by the works of Charles Dickens when he started to write 

in his adolescent stage. He had the great adoration and amorousness for Dickens. Ruskin Bond’s 

characters represent the laymen of the society who are struggling for their livelihood and are in a 

close association with the environment mainly belong to the lower and middle-class people like 

Rikshaw and Tanga Poolers, Peasants, Hotel Workers, Labourers, Gardeners, etc. Somehow, he 

is very much involved in the surrounding natural environs like trees, flowers, animals, birds, 
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insects, reptiles, etc. Bond’s style of presentation of things is very lucid in manner, generally, he 

has not tried to use phrases in his children’s literature. He deals with the very ordinary people, 

their routine life and day to day events. His treatment of faceless people to whom we met every 

day showed his compassion towards them as he says: 

 

“If I am not for myself, 

Who will be for me? 

And if I am not for others, 

What am I 

And if not now, when?” 

(Bond, Mountains in My Blood,1993, 159). 

  

These novel words came into the mind of Bond when he was passing through a lonely 

street at winter night in a hill town, a small poor village boy (Prem) crouches one side on the 

way, he (Bond) helped the unknown boy and provided him mental as well as physical comforts. 

In the same way Bond’s stories constitute a convincing image of an indispensable and vital 

segment of real rural India with its unique and peculiar landscape and mindset. N. Prasad 

remarked:  

‘Bond explores the invisible with the visible and in his delineation of life he seems to be at ease 

with the primitive and elemental man and not the sophisticated man of the urban artificial 

society’,. (Prasad, Nagendra, 1995, 40).  

It reflects his attitude towards life and people. He believes that a writer should be 

responsible to society. His fiction should abound with human values and universal appeal. All 

these qualities of writing and selecting themes related to a particular social group makes him a 

committed contemporary Indian short story writer. 

  With his long and everlasting association with the faunal life, he had unique knowledge 

and understanding of feelings and behaviour and characteristics of the animal world. Such 

characters console him especially during the period of solitudes. Bond’s remembrances of his 

early lonely childhood have always hit his innocent heart and mind. The themes of most of his 

novels and short stories are travel, adventure, exploring, loneliness, homelessness, running away 

from home, human relationships, infatuation, physical attraction, love, friendship, family, 
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parental failure, separation and the pain and pleasure of growing up. Hand in hand with these are 

the themes of nature with hills, appealing mountains, bubbling rivers, green lush forests, chirping 

birds and innocent and loving animals, which reflect his love, attraction, kind-heartedness, and 

involvement with the aesthetic beauty of nature and other splendour resources of the physical 

environment. He described it as: 

“I love solitude, and there is no pleasure to equal that of writing a person under a blossoming 

cherry tree; but I am a compulsive writer, and when I want to put words to paper, I am not fussy 

about the conditions------. It is all part of my writing life. ------".    

                                                (Bond, All My Writing Days, 1993, 212). 

 

His first novel is said to be his own story with a pen name Rusty. In a similar manner the Nobel 

prize winner Rudyard Kipling also narrated about the mountains in his famous novel ‘Kim”: 

“Who goes to the hills, goes to his mother!” 

(Kipling, 1901, 283). 

  

In the above lines, Rudyard Kipling has described his sensibility, security, and pleasure 

which one feels with his/her caring and loving mother, in the same way the writer personifies his 

innocent feelings for the Himalayas. Rudyard Kipling and Ruskin Bond both are of Anglo-Indian 

descent and avid lovers of the Himalayan Mountains. The Himalayas have always been an 

integral component of their physical, thrilling and spiritual landscape. No doubt it gives fresh 

energy, everlasting joy, and inspiration to one’s body, mind, and soul.  

 Bond can write a lot about nature as he has a gush of feelings when one talks about 

nature. Whenever he feels lonely, he prefers to sit in the lap of nature and hear the chirping birds, 

singing winds for hours and hours; nature is his best stress buster to him. He always had an 

inclined heart towards the Himalayas and the Himalayan people; it was his love that brought him 

back to India from London. In a small poem ‘Return to Dehra’, Bond shows his love and 

affection for his home. 

“This is old Dehra of mangoes and lemons, 

Where I grew beside the jacaranda tree 

Planted by my father on the sunny side 

Of the house sold to Major-General Mehra. 
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The town’s grown hard, none knows me now who knew my 

Mother’s laughter; most men come home as strangers. 

And yet the trees my father planted here, these 

Trees – my father’s trees – are still at home in Dehra.” 

(Bond, Return to Dehra, 1992, 19). 

  

In another poem “Frog Screams” Bond reflects his love and concern for a very small creature 

through writing about a frog that he rescued from a snake. As the writer depicts a situation that 

the frog as the victim of a snake started to scream. Later on, he thought that he should not 

interfere in the natural ecosystem, which is an essential and integral part of the physical 

landscape. 

“I couldn’t bear that hideous cry: 

Taking two sharp sticks, I made 

The twisting snakes disgorge. 

The frog hopped out of the snake’s gullet 

And sailed away on a floating log.” 

(Bond, Frog Screams, 1992, 27) 

 

 Bond always had a great concern for his environment; though directly he cannot be called 

an environmentalist. He has contributed a lot to the nature (flora and fauna) of Himalayas 

through his writings. The love for books and writing started early for him, young Ruskin or 

Rusty, as he was called was inspired by his father to scribble along in a small notebook. His 

senior often took him for a nature walk, where he saw wildflowers, trees, birds, animals and 

other natural elements that occupied a permanent place in Bond’s junior psyche. These elements 

became inseparable from his writings. He treated the whole landscape to be his home, the flora to 

be the decors and the fauna as his companions. He could spend hours in the lap of nature 

admiring, appreciating and feeling it. He is also fond of children and so has contributed a lot to 

children's literature for which he has been awarded with the Padma Shri award in 1999 by the 

Government of India. 

 According to Bond, nature has an eccentric magnetism where nobody can get bored with 

it. Anyone in love with nature can never get aged by heart because the new fresh flowers, grass, 
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and leaves can give new desire, inspiration, and energy to man for a living. He never gets short 

of words describing nature because of his endless love, feelings and infinite impressions for 

nature. His love for the Himalayas is unique and it does not let him go anywhere; he has made 

the Himalayas a part of his life and work. He says: 

 

“If someone were to ask me to choose 

between writing an essay on Taj Mahal or 

on the last rose of summer, I’d like the rose 

even if it were down to its last petal.” 

(Bond, All My Writing Days, 1993, 185). 

  

 The Himalayas are the land of fairies, god and goddess; nothing is as celestial and 

undeviating as the Himalayas. Its nature’s treasure viz., lush green meadows, lofty and snow-

capped mountain peaks; and glacial valleys have hypnotized not only the literature scholars 

(poets and writers) alone but the Geographers, Geologists, Botanists, Environmental scientists 

etc.are equally being influenced for several centuries. Bond’s unique style to present all his 

characters as a complete human being who finds happiness and contentment in every 

circumstance of life. His love and affection for mountain villages, rural environment and 

woodlands make him an environmentalist. He has written on the polluted environment and 

ecological degradation of the cities and towns. Bond was perhaps the pioneer writer of English 

literature in India who had adopted the naturalistic approach i.e., ecocriticism in his writing. 

Ecocriticism is also known as environmental criticism or green criticism is the recent and 

emerging branch of literature, in which the study of literature and environment is being done in 

an interdisciplinary manner. Such types of studies have been carried out in the 1970s decade in 

England (Fatma, Gulnaz, Ruskin Bond’s World, 2013, 36.). 

However, the term ‘Ecocriticism’ was first coined by Rucekert in 1978 (Rucekert in 

1978).   Bond’s works viz., “The Tiger in the House”, ”Cherry Tree”, “Trees in Dehra”, “All 

Creatures Great and Small”, “A Flight of Pigeon”, “Our Trees still Grow in Dehra”, etc. are 

worth citing examples of his being a naturalist. The relationship between the human being and 

the environment is being studied by the literature scholars, and how the literature treats nature is 

the prominent aspect of the scope of such types of studies.  Bond wrote his book on ‘A Town 
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Called Dehra’, and compared the old town with the new ones; and lamented on the 

environmental deterioration as the town has lost its charm and essence: 

 

“I wonder where the green grass went, 

All buried under the new cement. 

I wonder where the birds have flown, 

They have gone to find another home. 

I wonder where the footpath’s gone, 

Right underneath car, my son.” 

(Bond, A Town in Dehra, 2008, xvi). 

  

 In ‘Delhi is not Far’, Bond is so deeply involved with the Himalayan landscape; and his 

attraction and affection for hills are certainly opened a new dimension for the philosophy of life 

‘Delhi is not Far’, and he writes: 

 

“I don’t think a man can be complete until he has lived in the hills… 

                    There is something about a mountain that adds a new dimension to Life.” 

(Bond, Delhi is not Far, 1995,80). 

 

 Bond thinks the Himalayas are the best place to reside, nobody can move away from here 

once he starts living. He thinks the Himalayas are the most divine place where once can directly 

connect to god and get mental peace. He loves to sit for hours watching the Himalayas because 

he thinks they teach him how to stay strong and adamant even if the storm comes. Bond’s way of 

writing is unique where one can observe how deeply he is influenced by the firm determined like 

nature of mountains. The reason for his inclination towards mountains was initially his father and 

after the demise of his father, he treated the mountains as his companion who gave him paternal 

security. Bond feels the presence of his father everywhere as he says: 

 

“The trees stand watch over my day-to-day life. 

They are the guardians of my conscience I do what I think they would approve the most.” 

(Bond, All My Writing Days, 1993, 3). 
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Ruskin’s father Mr. A. Alexander was very fond of English Literature. During the schooling at 

Shimla, his father regularly corresponded to him from his work place at Calcutta (Kolkata). After 

reading the letters of Master Ruskin, his father impressed by the style of presentation of 

incidences and the skill of writing of Ruskin; and found a hidden writer emerging in the 

personality of his son. Henceforth he encouraged Ruskin to write dairies, creative wrings for 

magazines etc. It was the keen desire of his father that his son become a famous writer. As he 

describes: “My father taught me to write. That was inheritance enough”. (Bond, The Last Time I 

Saw Delhi, 1997, 65).  

 

Bond was very much inspired by his father and the letters which his father used to send 

him were his prized possessions. His mother had moved on in life with another man and even 

had given birth to Bond’s half brother, which was very much disheartening for a small boy who 

had currently lost his father and was left alone. This is the exact time when the flora and fauna 

around him started to attract him and fade his solitudes. He loved to spent time in the orchard in 

his house and in his Grandmother’s garden with her gardener learning about the nature of plants 

of flowers. This always attracted him and he could spend hours embracing the nature. All the 

nature’s treasures always gave him feeling of trust because he could share and talk to them 

without any fear or discomfort. A child who passes through the separation of his parents always 

becomes a depressed being but Bond tried to come out from that particular phase of life. He 

searched for love, care and peace all around; and at last got the paternal affection from the nature 

(flora and fauna), which he had always dreamed of since very childhood.  

 

Conclusion: 

 The final picture of Ruskin Bond and his relationship with the Himalayas that emerges is 

that he is very much inclined towards the Himalayas and treats them as his home and guardian 

and kind enough to provide him a formidable sense of parental security.  This is the place where 

he became much more comfortable and can think and observe his existence and identity. Bond 

realizes that Himalayan Mountains are the soul of India; he treats them like heaven on the earth 

in its charm and essence. He sketches splendid pictures of the Himalayan panorama through his 

narrations.  For him, mountains have not only the picturesque value as an artist and a naturalist 
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but it has a great source of spiritual enlightenment. He always writes for such type of readers 

who are interested in the beauty of nature and dignity of life of the faceless people rather than 

stormy and provoking incidences. He never chooses to write on the confrontational issues of 

society. His stories generally deal with the Himalayan Panorama, environmental conservation 

especially love for trees, animals, birds, and respect and a sense of justice for humans. His great 

strength lies in the realistic portrayal and depiction of characters. It is the smell of the Himalayan 

soil that has sneaked into his blood and he retunes back to his motherland again and again.   His 

works whether poems or novels or essays all of them revolve around the mountains and nature. 

His mesmerizing description about flora and fauna of the Himalayas cannot be missed in his 

short stories, essays and novels. He creates awareness regarding issues like ecology and the 

environment. In so doing he accomplishes his accountability as a writer. 

  Though Bond is of an Anglo-Indian descent, but in his writing one can find the true 

essence and flavour of Indian soil. He always presents and lives the Indian society especially the 

rural life of hills or small towns in his literary world. He gives the original touch of superstitions 

and ritualistic traditions of Indian villages. His stories no doubt are convincing portraits of life 

that show his brilliance and narratives spontaneity. The habitual way of Bond is, in a nutshell, 

colorful and promising (Singh, Prabhat, K., 1995, 15). His use of irony and humour is very soft 

and humble premeditated and predesigned, Since Bond’s love of nature is sensuous i.e., he felt 

the nature through senses like colours of the flower, blooming birds, run after the bees and 

butterfly, dancing flowers by moving winds, the sweet smell of different blooming flowers, etc. 

In this way, he seems almost similar to John Keats. All these sensible and tender feelings filled 

his heart with joy and delight. The mountains symbolize him how to make a firm determination 

in life and stand firmly in all the seasons and conditions, like ebb and flow in human’s life.  
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